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About This Game

Alchemic Jousts is a 2D action strategy game mixing card game's deck creation and real time gameplay. Command your
elementals and support them with a wide variety of Skills. Control the arena and crush your opponent in one-to-one encounters!

As you progress through the single player campaign you'll be able to discover new Skills and abilities by combining your already
known ones and expanding your repertory of weapons to draw from.

Main Features

Single and Multiplayer gameplay. Play vs AI and advance through the game's campaign, discovering new Skills and new game
modes or challenge a friend with either local or on-line multiplayer.
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Strategic combat, where your actions and skill of execution matter as much as your choices before the match starts!

Over 180 skills and upgrades to discover. Combine your known skills to discover new ones and expand your arsenal.

Multiple game modes with different objectives that will make you change the way you play as much as the skills you choose.
Those include Combat, Endless, King of the Hill, Attack, Capture...

Random Global Effects, which change the general rules of each match in subtle or radical ways. The varying rules will keep
the game play fresh and require you to consider the Skills you use to approach them!
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Title: Alchemic Jousts
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Lunatic Pixels
Publisher:
Lunatic Pixels
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows Vista x64

Processor: 2.4 GHz single core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 500, Radeon HD 4000, Intel 4000

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Traditional Chinese,Korean,Japanese
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After playing the FREE trial with 5 games. All i can say is.....

Not enouph players or content.
Price is to high for unfinished game.
Game needs better animations for humans and monster.
Scary? U might get some jump scares here and there but nothing to get your pants brown for. So spooky not so much...

Wel heck is there anything good at all then after giving it a thumbs up you say?

Wel the game is playable and does not contain a lot of bugs so far i have played.
The idea is good and has potential. But they need to step it up now and get animations fixed and the gameplay style a revamp.
And also please do not stick to just one way to big map! even if its going to be super random in setup in the future... i mean just
trees and some houses is not going to last for very long. Need more maps! Now i thumbed this game up because the devs realy
do care and keep updating and working with fanbase. They just need more time and funds to get this where it needs to be. And
we could perhaps get something epic in the spooky department.

But then again...early acces allways is a tricky thing for both partys. Is it worth buying atm? NO. But if you can play the free
trial like me or get it below 10 bucks i would say go for it and give your experience the perhaps help the game out if your into
these types of games.. Played a few matches and it was fun. I will probably keep it on hold for now until multiplayer comes out,
because playing against AI doesn't feel rewarding. It is definitely a game I could get into once there are more features though..
Unable to connect with steam server for 2 weeks..Asked for refund..Refused. Great classic Kent commuter train. Sounds
however are attrocious, but Armstrong powerhouse fix that along with adding a free class 466, NSE and Connex reskins. Worth
every cent if you buy the AP soundpack for it.
8-9\/10 (with AP sounds and liveries) otherwise 5-6\/10 (yes, it makes that much of a difference. probably the most worth
sound pack.. Thought provoking, I'll give it that. If you've got a spare 45 minutes, play it and laugh. i meet recomended system
requirements and its so laggy i cant play it so i want a refund. Pretty good background music, goes great with being a
benidictine. worst game ever. 10/10 would play again. -ign. gameplay is really bad. Only buy it on sale if you want the
achievements.. nice game !
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Should be more like a buck, but it's fun. This game is charming and has potential, but it's totally flawed in that A) It's pretty hard
to control with just arrow keys, which is the whole point of the game (moving the ball around the course), and B) After you fall
and respawn, all of your momentum is conserved from before you fell. So if you were rolling up, for example, and then fell off
the course, you will respawn still rolling up. I just need it to kill all momentum when I respawn for minimal cancer.

EDIT: It has been brought to my attention that my second point was fixed. You will no longer retain momentum after
respawning from a fall.. I took one for the team so Disgaea D2, 3,4, and 5 might see the light of day here on steam.

I guess it would have been a tolerable game if they fix the face buttons in game. They show generic controller face buttons while
tutorial refers to 360 controller buttons. I am going back to Disgaea 5 on switch til this is fixed.

Update: I plan on keeping the game and giving them the benefit of a doubt. Somewhere in here must be a good and complex
game that NISA usually dishes out. Not the same level of polish as Disgaea series. It is tricky to review NISA games since most
of the time the story isn't their focus but the overall mechanics and the addictive grindfest presented in the random and
postgame contents of their game.

The negative review is only because for the price they are asking it really feels like a sloppy port. Heck cladun X2's text entry
was better despite unwieldy since it merges well with the game whereas text entry here is a windows box that prompts you to
type on your keyboard and cancel it. It is going to be forgiveable if the game charges less money but since it is a $40 game then
I will evaluate it as such. I have seen indie games release their games for half the price and more polish than this game and to
think this is also simultaneously released for PS4 and Vita.

I support NISA's effort to release games on steam and wholeheartedly support it since most of their games are stuck on Sony
and Nintendo consoles and I would love PC players to also see the great games NIS has especially the Disgaea series. I can't
recommend the game at its current state because of my complaints plus it is a niche title that has a hefty price tag.. This game is
amazing! It is easy to tell a lot of effort went in to it. The puzzles are challenging in the sense that it made my mindset shift
perspective to solve them sometimes. I think that's pretty freaking cool. I also like the atmosphere the music created. It kept me
on my toes. If you are on the fence about whether or not to get this game, I say get it. It is worth it. It's not expensive and due to
all the different endings you can get hours upon hours of gameplay out of it. This, however, is only my opinion.. This game
is♥♥♥♥♥
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